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Despite the plethora of studies on the behavior and values of consumers, research in the social sciences
tends to sideline the role of the cultural dimension of consumption in the assessment of vitality and resil-
ience of urban retail systems. However, given the tendency for retailers to make consumers a key element
in their strategies, the cultural approach seems to be a valuable alternative to firm-centric analysis. This
paper seeks to face this challenge mobilizing the lens of Consumer Culture Theory (CCT). The aim is to
show why consumerscapes matter in the assessment of urban retail resilience. According to Arnould
(2005), CCT allows us to capture the motivating social and cultural contexts of retail patronage and pur-
chasing behaviors and the myriad of motivating factors behind the retail purchase decision. People have a
variety of projects that they tend to realize through shopping practices and consumption, and retailers
offer the range of resources they need to accomplish such projects. Bearing these ideas in mind, we sug-
gest that in order to assess the resilience of urban retailing we need to know the extent to which the dif-
ferent shopping districts provide consumers with the range of resources they want so as to fulfill their
projects, and how retailers and public authorities can, in the long term, sustain or improve the levels
of consumer satisfaction. These ideas are discussed both in a theoretical and empirical way supported
by the data collected from consumer surveys carried out in three neighborhood shopping districts in
Greater Lisbon.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Change has always shaped urban retail, and supply and demand
have been its main architects. Consumers are constantly renewing
their needs, wants and desires, changing their behaviors and life-
styles, with direct consequences on shopping activities. For their
part, in order to survive and grow in a highly competitive environ-
ment, shopkeepers have to renew their strategies, introducing new
retail concepts, innovative shopping environments and different
types of goods and services (Borchert, 1998). In recent decades,
these changes have not only intensified their pace but also broad-
ened their scope, creating serious imbalances in the structure and
spatial organization of the urban retail systems. Often, these shifts
challenge the viability of retail facilities and jeopardize the sustain-
ability of cities. The decline of small businesses at the expense of
large corporations, the weakened role of the city centre over the
suburbs, the disappearance of neighborhood stores in contrast to
the growth of out-of-town mega-projects, and the devaluation of
utilitarian premises in favor of the ‘‘spectacular’’ shopping spaces
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are now common features shared by cities with different positions
in the urban hierarchy (Urban-Net, 2010).

Since retailing and consumption are key elements of the urban
fabric and essential to the experience of the contemporary city
(Clarke, 2003; Jayne, 2006; Miles, 2010), urban sustainability has
been associated with the preservation of balanced and cohesive re-
tail systems set up in a great diversity of facilities, shopping envi-
ronments and places (ODPM, 2005, 2009; Goodman & Coote, 2007;
Guy, 2007). Similarly, urban retail resilience has been defined as
the ability of stores and shopping districts to tolerate and adapt
to changing environments that challenge the retail system’s equi-
librium, without failing to perform its functions in a sustainable
way (Barata-Salgueiro, 2011; Wrigley & Dolega, 2011). In this
sense, urban retail systems can be considered resilient if, in a
changing environment, the network of shopping districts is capable
of retaining its economic viability, thus responding efficiently to
the needs of different consumer groups, including the most disad-
vantaged, which are constrained to use the local and neighborhood
retail/service facilities.

Envisaged in these terms, the preservation of urban sustainabil-
ity and the resilience of retail systems are closely linked with the
mechanisms of supply and demand mediated by socio-spatial con-
texts. In this article we will discuss the role of demand. Looking at
shoppers through the lens of the consumer culture theory
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(Arnould, 2005; Arnould & Thompson, 2005) and the resource-
based theory (Vargo & Lusch, 2004), we intend to show why
consumerscapes matter when we seek to assess and foster the
resilience of urban retailing systems. According to Arnould (2005,
p. 89), the Consumer Culture Theory (CCT) allows us to capture
the motivating social and cultural contexts of retail patronage and
purchase behaviors and the myriad of motivating factors behind
the retail purchase decision. People have a variety of projects that
they tend to achieve through shopping, and retailers offer the range
of resources they need to accomplish such projects. Bearing these
ideas in mind, we suggest here that in order to assess retail resil-
ience it is crucial to know the extent to which the tenant mix of
shopping districts provide consumers with the resources they need
to carry out their projects and, on the other hand, if retailers and
city authorities have the knowledge and skills suitable to keep or
improve the levels of consumer satisfaction in the long term.

In short, in this article we will sketch a consumer-centric re-
search approach in reply to the question of the resilience of urban
retail. Although answers to the questions raised by the linkage be-
tween the perception of stores as fields of resources and the resil-
ience of shopping districts still remain unclear, we hope that this
discussion will shed more light on them. We shall therefore start
by describing the main changes in urban retailing and how con-
sumers have become the driving force behind these changes. We
will then move onto a brief description of the CCT and its potential
for the evaluation of trends in urban retailing. Finally we will ex-
tend the CCT to the resilience assessment of retailing systems.
The discussion is conducted both in a theoretical and empirical
way, supporting our arguments in the data gathered from con-
sumer surveys carried out in three shopping districts in Greater
Lisbon.
Urban retail dynamics: from spaces for shopping to places of
consuming experiences

Retailing has always been an urban activity par excellence. The
requirements of centrality and accessibility are the main factors
responsible for this pattern of location. It was so in the past, it still
is nowadays, and despite the potential of e-commerce it is likely to
remain so in the near future. In fact, when there is a dearth of cus-
tomers as happens in villages and small towns, retail shops tend to
disappear or curtail their activity to cover only the barest essentials
in offering low order goods and services. Other businesses earning
their living on the sale of high order goods seldom last long in
these places. Instead, every so often, ‘‘roving shops’’, which are
vans belonging to the modern-day travelling salesman, make their
rounds, and fairs become ‘‘temporary malls’’ held on different days
of the week and in different places.

Nevertheless, the relationship between retail and city develop-
ment at the present time has very little in common with that of by-
gone days. Over the past 50 years, changes in this field have been
so vast and deep that most cities in the developed world have
experienced a retail revolution (Bromley & Thomas, 1993; Gardner
& Sheppard, 1989; Messerlin, 1982). Table 1 provides an overview
of the most significant changes shaping the urban retail systems.
Despite the differences that can be observed among the urban set-
tings of different countries and cultures, the impacts of this revolu-
tion are everywhere. They are present in the tenant mix, in the
spatial organization of the system, in the meaning of the premises
or in the way people live, experience and relate to the city through
consumption and shopping practices.

Firstly, in a short period of time, retailing has moved from being
a dull business-backwater to become one of the most dynamic sec-
tors of the urban economy. Due to the ever-changing array of
goods and services, and the fascinating environments in which to
buy them, for many people, shopping is no longer a basic activity
to satisfy consumer needs; it has become a pleasurable ‘leisure
experience’ in itself (Gardner & Sheppard, 1989; Lipovetsky,
2006; Miles, 2010). In some way, it can be said that the retail rev-
olution has transformed the consumer society and shopping places
into a culture of consumption (Morace, 1990).

Secondly, this revolution has had an irreversible impact on the
spatial organization of the urban retail systems. The secular mar-
riage of retailing with centrality and proximity, which are the ba-
sic principles of the hierarchical system of shopping centers, was
followed by convenience linkages offered by car accessibility, cir-
culation and parking facilities. More recently, the assets of psy-
cho-distances and mindscapes are now being explored by a
wide variety of retail premises, spots and urban sites designed,
marketed and publicized to evoke particular feelings or emotions,
favoring their appropriation as spaces of leisure, conviviality, hap-
piness and other virtues highly valued by the mass consumer
society.

Spatially, this process involves the decentralization of retailing
and fragmentation of the urban space has resulted in a significant
weakening of the role of downtown and traditional neighborhood
centers (Ravenscroft, 2000; Tallon, 2010). In postmodern times,
shopkeepers’ interests have turned to the city outskirts. With land
prices that are cheaper and less coercive or, at least, more flexible
regulations regarding the change of land use and the location of
new premises, retail developers find the suburbs and urban edges
more attractive to their businesses (Cachinho, 2011). This explains
why over the past 30 years many retail developments have been
set up in these places. At the same time, a wide variety of intra-
urban sites, hitherto devalued by retail capital, like waterfronts,
brownfields and historical districts are being rediscovered, and
the mix of entertainment with retailing is transforming them into
hot spots, cool spaces and brand lands geared to consumer
experiences.

Finally, a close look at the impacts produced by the retail revo-
lution in the last few years show that we are gradually moving
from a system based on ‘‘retail spaces’’ to another anchored in ‘‘con-
sumer places’’, powered by the sign-value and symbolism of shop-
ping environments and commodities (Cachinho, 2002). In fact, this
passage summarizes the main metamorphoses undergone by retail
spaces, thanks to marketing strategies and design geared to lure
consumers. What we can identify during this period is a process
whereby retail facilities have been transformed from sales points
into commodities to be ‘‘consumed’’, in the same way that goods
are sold and purchased inside them (Barata Salgueiro & Cachinho,
2009). More than goods and services, they call upon consumers’
life experiences (Coleman, 2006; Din, 2000; Hetzel, 2002;
Mikunda, 2006; Pine & Gilmore, 1999).

To sum up, regardless of urban socio-spatial contexts, the ad-
vent of the retail revolution has brought about a duality in retail
spaces and shopping precincts in our cities. On the one hand, we
find a large set of premises, which deprived of significant symbolic
content for consumers, merely exchange money for goods and ser-
vices and are poorly perceived as shopping spaces. On the other
hand, we have a small group of facilities and environments that,
by investing in the mise-en-scène of their commodities, in the
architecture and design theatricality and in the simulation of built
environment, explores the consumers’ imagination and offer them
authentic life experiences. In resorting to an old modern classifica-
tion, while the former shops and environments satisfy simple
needs which, at times, only exist in the minds of the retailers,
the latter exploit hyper-reality, the capacity to create an illusion
of their merchandise, and through these contrivances, sell the con-
sumer dreams and desires. While the first group is in steep decline,
undermining the vitality and the viability of the system, especially
the neighborhoods deprived of physical and cultural amenities val-



Table 1
Urban retail changes: from retail spaces to consumer places.

Attributes Modernity (until 50–60s)? Post-modernity (70–90s)? Hyper-modernity (after 90s)

Kind of retail spaces Traditional stores owned by small
shopkeepers

New retail concepts and formats owned by
multiples and big corporations

Diversity of retail concepts and formats owned
by multiples and big firms

Spatial organization Hierarchical structure dominated by the city
centre, based on centrality and proximity

Centre-periphery dialectics based on
accessibility, circulation and parking
facilities

Post-hierarchical structure based on
topological and hyper-real spaces and virtual
places

Retail offer Goods and services according to standardized
mass production lines

Goods and services according to a wide
variety of lines and market segments

Brands, signs, atmospheres and consumer
experiences

Functions Shopping places as utilitarian premises.
Economy of needs

Stores as spaces of synthesis: retailtainment.
Economy of signs

Stores as places of entertainment and life
experiences. Economy of fascination

Source: Adapted from Cachinho and Barata-Salgueiro (in press).
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ued by the consumer-society culture, the second is growing fast
and everyday conquers additional territories.

The city which emerges from the new retail spaces dedicated to
exploring their symbolism through communication, has very little
in common with the city that may be directly perceived by the
senses, and that has been described by geographers in their writ-
ings and thematic maps working according to different perspec-
tives and more or less complex models. When we come down to
it, we realize that this sort of city is hyper-real because almost
all is simulated; the closest version we can get to this kind of city
is the one we see at the theatre or the cinema (Amendola, 2000).
And similar to what is found at the theatre, the (consumer) show
is paramount, using the same props to produce the staging of the
performance.

Because they are deeply entrenched in the primacy of ‘‘indirect
commodification1’’ (Crawford, 1992) and ‘‘adjacent attraction2’’
(Sennett, 1977) in the symbolism of their architecture and design
and in the sign-value of the merchandise, the new retail spaces cast
the city into a show where the consumers are both the spectators
and the actors. In this kind of city, material reality in the retail
spaces only works as a pre-condition of its own existence. The
spaces are necessary because they act as a stage, as the props and
the scripts for representations that feed consumer experiences.
However, they are not enough in themselves owing to the fact that
it is on the symbolic level and in the dialogue happening with the
consumer that the show, its representations and its narratives are
carried out. In order to bring this about, the city becomes real, or
rather; it begins to become a part of each person’s imaginary. So,
in the way that people may experience and appreciate it, it is neces-
sary that they become consumactors3 to be able to travel beyond the
landscaped patchwork that they are looking at. They need to im-
merse themselves in a world of fantasy, dreams and illusion emanat-
ing from the hidden agenda of the merchandise, the theatricality of
recreational environments and the sensations awakened by lived
experiences (Cachinho, 2006). In the postmodern metropolis of
new retail spaces and consumer places, deliberately planned to
seduce, intercept and create consumactor expectations, the border
between the stage and stalls disappears and all the spaces tend to
become ‘‘places of liminality’’ (Goss, 1993). The individuals making
1 A process by which nonsalable objects, activities and images are purposely placed
in the commodified world of the mall (Crawford, 1992, p. 14).

2 The basic marketing principle by which the most dissimilar objects lend each
other mutual support when they are placed next to each other. Sennett (1977)
explains this effect as a temporary suspension of the use value of the object, its de-
contextualised state making it unexpected and therefore stimulating (Crawford, 1992,
pp. 14–15).

3 The expression consumactor designates the kind of consumer who normally goes
to shopping malls as if s/he is on the stage playing with consumption; this is an
activity through which the tendency is to permanently rebuild one’s identity
(Cachinho, 2006). Some authors, like Bäckström (2006), classify this kind of consumer
as a recreational shopper.
use of them wind their ways from one representation to another
without ever really getting to know where fiction ends and reality
starts. But it does not really matter. In a purely simulated, disguised
setting, where social representation does not imitate the real thing
but rather the imagined thing, the world necessarily has to be real
because this is the one that is sought after, not the imaginary one
(Amendola, 2000).

In short, from the viewpoint of the physical and material envi-
ronment of retail spaces, or the retailscapes, the city might even be
shaped by distances; it might even be made of centralities and
peripheries, of localities provided with better or weaker accessibil-
ity, organizing itself according to hierarchical principles and for
investors to manage things in accordance with ideas based on
the economic rationale. Nevertheless, from the viewpoint of the
consumers, retail landscapes go far beyond their material and spa-
tial confines, and only from a reductionist stance can these factors
be likened to a simple stage. The power of the symbolic dimension
of the built environment, exploited by architects, designers and
marketers, leads to the emergence of another city, rooted in the
landscape of symbols and signs, invisible to the unsuspecting but
no less felt for all those elements. Actually, its existence and form
is limited only to the imaginative and representational capacity of
the consumactors.
Shopping places as fields of resources for consumer projects

The changes in the organization and functioning of the urban
retail systems presented earlier on, reveal that shopping strategies
have clearly taken a new direction, swerving away from the pro-
ducers heading to the consumers. With the development of the
consumer society and the dissemination of its values, the most dy-
namic retailers have realized that the key to their success lies in
the consumers. They have therefore decided to stop merely being
the producers’ intermediaries to become the consumers’ spokes-
people, matching their shops’ offers and atmosphere to the needs
and desires of their customers (Cachinho, 2002; Hetzel, 2002;
Mermet, 1996; Mermet, 1997). As the consumers draw closer,
retailers have truly re-position themselves in the market. Besides
carving out a new identity for themselves that is more in keeping
with the role they play in society (Dupuis, 1988), they re-shape
the retail–supply relations, including the manufacturers’ produc-
tion strategies (Foord, Bowlby, & Tillsley, 1996; Wrigley & Lowe,
2002). This is contrived through an interplay of personalization
and emotions which strengthen the attractiveness of the shops,
thereby transforming them into places of life experiences
(Lipovetsky, 2006; Miles, 2010; Wrigley & Lowe, 2002). By doing
so, they raise the consumers’ levels of satisfaction which has been
defined by Giese and Cote (2002). These authors have drawn up a
summary of emotional responses of varying intensity in relation to
product acquisition and shopping experiences.
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At the centre of the retailers’ change in attitude is the idea
that has been diffused by thinkers such as Baudrillard (1975),
Featherstone (1991), Firat and Venkatesh (1993), Firat and Dholakia
(1998) or Lipovetsky (2006), where in a postmodern urban society
consumption has basically changed into a social act where
symbolic meanings, codes and social relations are (re)produced.
Through consumption and the places stimulating it, people tend
to not only satisfy their needs and wishes but also make sense of
define themselves, create their statuses and positions in society
and forge images of themselves that they wish to transmit to oth-
ers. Within this setting, even in the most fragmented ways, identity
tends to be more and more sought after and recognized by others,
not on the basis of what a person does/produces, but rather
through a constellation of goods, services, ideas and experiences
which they consume as well as the places they live in and the
spaces they go to and use in the practice of everyday life (Firat &
Dholakia, 1998; Goss, 1995; Morace, 2009).

This way of looking at consumption and consumers has meant a
radical change as much where understanding how the value-
creation of the commodities has been generated as the role played
by the retailers in the production–distribution–consumption chain.
With regard to the production of value, the question is simple. If
we accept the ideas of Marx (1973), that the act of production is
at every moment also an act of consumption and vice versa, or
the idea of Baudrillard (1970) that consumption has become an
activity of the production of meanings and a field of symbolic ex-
changes, consumers do not consume the products, but rather, the
meaning of these products and the image they convey, we cannot
continue to conceive consumption as unproductive or the last mo-
ment of the chain when the value created by production is de-
stroyed or devoured by consumers (Williams, 1997).

As far as understanding the role played by the retailer in value-
creation, the changes are no less important. At least when consid-
ering the most pro-active retailers, the tendency is from being the
producers’ mere intermediary where they occupy an intermediate
position in the traditional chain connecting production to con-
sumption, to now being seen as representing a number of produc-
tive agents in the production cycle which is always composed of
the stages of manufacturing, distribution and the consumption of
the commodities, as well as the symbols and signs in real or virtual
places and environments.

The strategic orientation of shops so that they offer life experi-
ences and their appropriation in the individuals–consumers’
acceptance of such, has been explored by marketing in many dif-
ferent contexts, mainly going through the lens of consumer culture
theory (Arnould & Thompson, 2005) and the resource-based theory
(Vargo & Lusch, 2004) to do so. According to these perspectives,
consumption and consumer choices are above all socio-anthropo-
logical phenomena. In this sense, research undertaken in this field
has sought to explore the way in which consumers manipulate and
transform symbolic meanings encoded in the offer (goods, services,
brands, . . .) and shopping venues in order to build their life pro-
jects, both individual and collective (Debenedetti, Mencarelli, &
Debenedetti, 2011; Holt, 2002). Making use of Arnould’s (2005)
terms, in market-driven societies, consumption becomes a means
of producing one’s self, one’s self image in the community and
one’s tribal membership. Thus, people engage in shopping to
accomplish a variety of projects for which they mobilize their
own economic, social, and ideological resources. In turn, retail
firms compete for a role in the culturally constituted projects that
consumers pursue by offering a mix of resources, which can be
used by consumers. Arnould (2007) reports the deployment of
these resources through the notion of consumer agency that reflects
the way consumers, who base themselves on their own cultural re-
sources, accept, reject and/or convert the resources supplied by
retailers.
In order to grasp the full potential of CCT when understanding
the dynamics of retailing, Arnould (2005), following Vargo and
Lusch (2004), makes a clear distinction between two kinds of cul-
tural resources: the operant resources, generally intangibles, re-
lated to skills, knowledge, competences, values and ideologies,
and the operand resources, usually tangibles, on which the action
of the operant resources produces effects. Breaking with the view
of classical marketing models, where consumers are seen, at best,
as valuable co-producers or operant resources in the production
function of firms, Arnould (2005) states that retailers would be bet-
ter conceptualized as operant and operand resource suppliers that
compete for shares of consumer operant resources. From this point
of view, firms become merely resource suppliers. Perceived value
creation takes place when people, playing the role of consumers,
engage in the exploitation of resources to fulfill their needs and
to organize their personal and social life projects (Arnould, 2007;
Debenedetti et al., 2011).

In the research applied to retail, Arnould (2005, pp. 91–93)
identifies four main categories of cultural resources: economic,
utopian, ludic, and temporal. However, other types of resources
can be found, depending on the features of the market and the so-
cio-cultural environment. In short, retailers and shopping places:
(i) offer economic cultural resources when they help consumers’
pursuit of identity projects organized around values oriented to
frugality, thriftiness, and value for money or conversely luxury;
(ii) symbolize utopian cultural resources when they facilitate con-
sumers’ pursuit of a utopian world or selves; (iii) work as ludic re-
sources when they facilitate consumers’ pursuit of play, including
activities, such as, transcendental experiences, fan behaviors,
imaginative role-playing; and finally (iv) operate as temporal re-
sources when they enable the enactment of consumers’ preferred
time-styles.

As a field of cultural resources, retailers and shops play a crucial
role in the life of individuals–consumers because in a society
geared to consumption, they allow them to fulfill a good part of
their life projects. Nevertheless, because commodities and shops
are inanimate, in themselves they do not have the power to carry
out such noble functions. In order to make this possible and to be-
come alive or gain meaning, they need to be activated by the indi-
viduals–consumers who draw upon their own resources for the
effect (Arnould, 2005). In other words, although the retailers pro-
vide the offer and the consumer atmospheres, it is only at the sym-
bolic level and in the dialogue that ensues with the consumers that
the commodities and the shops become meaningful. The experi-
ences which are forged and gain meaning are then absorbed into
the consumers’ life projects.

The idea that commodities and consumer spaces may be envis-
aged as a source of resources that the consumers are able to call
upon so as to follow up their personal and collective projects, has
been substantiated by various studies undertaken in different geo-
graphical settings. As an illustration, in the field of shopping mall
patronage, Varman and Belk (2011) have recently shown in their
post-colonial analysis of shopping malls as hybrid sites, how young
consumers in India, looking upon these spaces as Western specta-
cles, deploy them to transform their Third World identities. In
making an in-depth examination of young American girls’ mall
experiences, Haytko and Baker (2004) have demonstrated how
the girls plan their trips and use the shopping mall to pursue their
conventional social projects. Finally, the research conducted by Er-
kip (2003) in Ankara reveals how the development of shopping
malls is shaping the identity of urban Turkish citizens who are
searching for modernity through these new retail and consump-
tion venues. Due to the cultural features of Turkish society, shop-
ping malls do not give the same opportunities to all the
consumers. Erkip’s research clearly shows that they exclude the
poor and specially benefit working women. As they seem to be
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more public and democratic than the streets, shopping malls are
generating an increasing process of the feminization of the Turkish
flâneur.

Studies that have explored the cultural dimension of shopping
places are far from being restricted to shopping malls. Smith, Gour-
gott, and Devine (2001) explain the success of many health clubs
and gyms as third places (Oldenburg, 2001), above all in their capa-
bility to create a friendly inviting atmosphere which facilitates
making social relationships among gym-goers. In the opinion of
gym-goers in the Californian gym study, social conviviality is the
most important aspect of their gym experience. The possibility of
sharing the same place with a group of people where they feel
comfortable, safe, and welcome, not only gives gym-goers the
motivation and perseverance to invest in physical exercise but also
foster their self-esteem and well-being. By becoming involved in
this friendly atmosphere, people feel as if they are truly accepted,
appreciated for their good qualities and generally valued as indi-
viduals; such situations therefore form the ingredients that fully
nourish the self and help in personal and collective identity forma-
tion. Kozinets et al. (2002) explored the themed flagship brand-
stores in terms of the mythological appeal of the narratives
suggested by their physical and symbolic environment. Their re-
search examined Chicago’s ESPN Zone4 by carrying out a set of
interviews with managers, workers and several dozen customers,
as well as by observing and participating in store activities. They
concluded that consumers interacted and ‘‘read’’ the megastore
physical environment for the story it told them. Consumer percep-
tions of their own experiences revealed that the ESPN Zone environ-
ment provided a cultural connection to ideas of growth and
development, such as those based on travel, education, self-improve-
ment, training and development, and spirituality. The power of
themed brandstores in the consumers’ experiences is also explored
by Borghini et al. (2009) using the example of the American Girl Place.
Through their ethnographic study, supported in participant-
observation of and on-site interviews with consumers, these authors
show how retailing in this brand-environment is an ideological af-
fair. The brand ideology is overwhelmingly present in the different
themed focal areas structuring the American Girl Place: the Museum,
Theatre, Salon, Library, Café, and the Photo Studio. Extending
Arnould’s (2005) idea of resource exchange, Borghini et al. (2009,
p. 372) show through this investigation ‘‘that not only must retailers
provide resources in a general way that are used by consumer’s as
part of their life projects, but that the retail experience itself can be-
come an anchor for the ideological brand, an important marker that
a potent and emotionally rich set of social values is up for grabs’’.

The cultural dimension of retail and consumption also shapes
the most banal shopping venues focused on the provision of low-
order goods and services. Woodruffe-Burton and Wakenshaw
(2011) carried out an investigation into the symbolic and experien-
tial values of grocery shopping and consumer experiences, apply-
ing an existential phenomenological interview to ten women
living in the UK. They reveal how consumers express and construct
their selves and identities through their food shopping and con-
sumer practices by appropriating the cultural and social meanings
contained in the set of resources provided by retailers.

The cultural approach of retailing was also tested in two med-
ium-size Portuguese cities (Cachinho, 2002 and Barata-Salgueiro,
Cachinho, & Rocha, 2007). Consumers were asked what meanings
they gave to the shops they patronized. A large number of consum-
ers tended to describe the shops by referring to a set of attributes
that clearly transcended the material dimension, carrying them
into the world of the intangible, of signs and meanings which nur-
4 Chicago’s ESPN Zone later closed down in June 2010 for lack of customers and
ESPN Zone only operates in California now: Cf. http://abclocal.go.com/wls/story?sec-
tion=news/local&id=7499787 (accessed 23.12.11).
ture consumer experiences. Similar to what has been observed in
the case of the commodities, many stores have also become a
source of pleasure, fun, exoticism, prestige, nostalgia, friendliness,
tradition, identity, personal development, sociability, responsibil-
ity, ethnicity, etc. For many consumers, these attributes are more
than the goods and services sold by such shops, and they influence
their decision to patronize certain retail spaces rather than others.

Of course, not all consumers give the same values to the same
shops and not all the shops working in the same branch of retailing
communicate the same values. For example, as regards McDonald’s
restaurants, while some consumers who are in a hurry value the
fast service, the younger customers usually go to these venues to
hang out because of their convivial atmosphere, their party-spirit
and liveliness. While some consumers think the quality/price rela-
tionship and getting the best out of it are important, others esteem
McDonald’s for its laxity where they can break the rules, as for in-
stance, eating with their fingers and pushing aside good table man-
ners. In any event, these features have already been exploited by
the company itself in its advertising strategies.
Consumerscapes: why they matter to the resilience assessment
of urban retailing

Several studies have shown the great potential exerted by shop-
ping and consumption in regenerating urban areas mainly in city
centers and docklands which have started on a downward spiral.
Investigations carried out in different urban contexts, namely by
Robertson (1997), Mitchell and Kirkup (2003), Dixon (2005), Jayne
(2006), Claxton and Siora (2008), Padilla and Eastlick (2009),
Littlefield (2009) and Tallon (2010), illustrate this urban revitaliza-
tion capital quite well. Yet, paradoxically, urban retail systems
have never been so vulnerable and today their sustainability has
been seriously threatened. The suburban retail revolution triggered
by the new retail formats, coupled with the spread of large retail
chains and the retraction of small shopkeepers, have deeply af-
fected the balance of retail systems in many cities, preventing
them from responding to the needs, wants and desires of the dif-
ferent groups of consumers. These imbalances influence the ‘‘dis-
advantaged consumers’’ above all (Bromley & Thomas, 1993;
Westlake, 1993, 1995; Williams & Hubbard, 2001), such as the dis-
abled, the elderly, car-less households, and low income groups
who are constrained to use the local and neighborhood facilities.

Matters to do with the ‘‘health’’ of urban retail systems, as well
as types of remedial or preventive measures have been explored by
several authors over the past decades. Berry (1963), Meir and
Marcus (1983), Borchert (1988), Zentes and Schwarz-Zanetti
(1988), Ravenscroft (2000), Thomas and Bromley (2003), Balsas,
Kotval, and Mullin (2004), ODPM (2005, 2009), Guy (2007), and
Wrigley and Dolega (2011) are just same examples of different
approaches that have been conducted on the subject. Berry
(1963) was the pioneer in this field when he drew up a model of
development of the intra-urban retail systems and made a typol-
ogy of the factors underpinning their loss of vitality and economic
feasibility, thus dragging them down into their decline and possi-
ble death. Berry stated that all urban retail systems comprise a
set of shopping districts endowed with a life cycle. Physical,
economic, functional (technological), and frictional factors explain
not only the genesis and development of different types of shop-
ping centers, but also their decline and blight over time.

Another area of research work carried out in the last few dec-
ades is illustrated in the work done by Ravenscroft (2000) and
the ODPM (2005, 2009). In following years of decentralization
and the suburbanization of retailing and services, attention is
now focused on assessing the health of town centers. Besides
designing the conceptual framework and the methodology suited
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to making a micro-scale analysis, these studies also seek to develop
a set of key indicators able to monitor and evaluate the vitality and
viability of town centers. The option to recentralize and commit-
ment to the concept of the compact city largely explain the wide
acceptance of these studies in planning and management of town
centers. In the UK, its application to urban planning culminated
in the successive versions of Planning Policy Statements, especially
in versions 6 and 4 (ODPM, 2005, 2009), that included the defini-
tion of the Town Centre Health Check Indicators, to be used in
the assessment of the vitality and viability of shopping centers.

Finally, the last research group is linked to the evaluation of the
performances and frailties of urban retail systems and the factors
underlying the behaviors recorded using the lens of resilience.
The work carried out by Wood, Lowe, and Wrigley (2006), Wrigley
and Dolega (2011) and Cachinho and Barata-Salgueiro (in press),
exemplify this new approach. Wrigley and Dolega (2011) design
their study based on a sample of 267 town centers and high streets
spread across four regions of the UK. Retail changes in these shop-
ping centers are evaluated in terms of the losses and gains of differ-
ent types of retail and services provision following the
macroeconomic shock waves of the global crisis. Drawing on the
concept of adaptive resilience identified by Martin (2011), which
stresses ‘‘the anticipatory or reactive capacity of systems to mini-
mize the impacts of a destabilizing shock’’ (Wrigley & Dolega,
2011, p. 2346), retail and service unit closures, empty units and in-
creases in ‘‘vacancy rates’’ of shopping centers are interpreted as a
product of a dynamic and evolutionary process experienced by
town centers and high-streets during the economic crisis. Thus,
differences in performance exhibited by UK town centers and high
streets are related to their resilience capacity to withstand the im-
pacts of economic crisis. Likewise, gains and losses exhibited by
different types of retail and services, namely by ‘‘comparison’’
and convenience retail and services categories are understood as
a sign of the system’s adjustment in order to respond to shifting
consumer tastes and fluctuating levels of market demand. Some
of these changes are even regarded as essential to the health of
town centers and high streets.

The research conducted by Cachinho and Barata-Salgueiro (in
press) falls within the same line of thought. The resilience of retail
urban systems is defined as the ability of stores and shopping areas
to tolerate and adapt to changing environments that challenge the
retail system’s equilibrium, without causing it to fail to perform its
functions in a sustainable way. The term equilibrium is used here
to describe the stage of the retail system where the network of
shopping districts and the mix of retail and service facilities are en-
dowed with the properties that ensure its vitality and economic
viability, as well as the efficient response to the needs of all types
of consumers, including the most disadvantaged in terms of mobil-
ity, who are more dependent on the convenience and local stores.
The resilience of shopping spaces and environments is assessed by
reading retailscapes through the lens of economic and cultural
approaches.

One way to appraise the cultural value of stores as well as the
frailties and the resilience of shopping districts is to study consum-
erscapes. Indeed, if most of the changes affecting the retail systems
are able to explain themselves through shifting life-styles and con-
sumer practices or, if you like, through the way the consumers read
the retailscapes as being the fountainheads of resources and chose
or reject them according to their life projects, it is hardly likely that
the performances of shops and shopping areas will not reflect the
consumer images and levels of satisfaction that we seek to portray
in the expression consumerscapes.

Several factors justify the role that consumerscapes are able to
play in the evaluation of the weaknesses and the resilience of shop-
ping places. Firstly, it is important to stress that they may form a
valuable source of information about the way consumers read
and interpret them and call upon shopping landscapes so as to
build up their shopping experiences which feed their life projects.
Thus, when studying them, it is possible to understand whether
the available shopping areas in terms of retail mix, assortment
and resources respond to consumer needs. The data is of interest
to both retailers who may direct their management strategies
according to the problems that have been pinpointed, and to the
public authorities implicated in policy-making, and the measures
and actions that help to attenuate weaknesses in the retail sys-
tems, mainly where less competitive retailers and more under-
privileged consumers are concerned. Secondly, the consumerscapes
are also an important indicator of the consumers’ satisfaction in
terms of shopping places and retail facilities. Although the mean-
ing of the expression ‘‘consumer satisfaction’’ is far from reaching
consensus in academia because multiple variables are involved in
its configuration, Giese and Cote (2002) have proposed a
definitional framework comprising three basic components: (i) a
summary affective response of varying intensity; (ii) with a
time-specific point of determination and limited duration; and
(iii) directed towards focal aspects of goods acquisition and/or
consumption. Viewed in this light, this concept can be empirically
assessed by developing context-specific measures of satisfaction
that are consistent with the research goals.

The importance of knowing the levels of consumer satisfaction
lies in the fact that several empirical investigations have shown
that there are important linkages among the attributes of consum-
ers’ perceptions, their overall satisfaction and the stores’ sales per-
formances. Changes in customers’ satisfaction result in changes in
stores’ sales performance (Gómez, McLaughlin, & Wittink, 2004). In
this context, in the same way that shopkeepers have ample reasons
to establish consumer satisfaction programs in order to attract
loyal customers and maximize profits, the public authorities con-
cerned with the health of shopping districts should also use this
conceptual category to conceive planning policies best suited to
problem-solving whether they have to do with the retailers or
the consumers. In raising consumer satisfaction levels whereby
the offer and the attributes of the public space meet their needs,
the retailers and public authorities would surely help to curtail
the frailties witnessed in shopping districts and in doing so, im-
prove the system’s overall resilience.
The consumerscapes of three neighborhood shopping districts
in Greater Lisbon

In order to appropriate the consumerscapes and evaluate the lev-
els of consumer satisfaction with the shopping districts and retail
facilities they patronize through their shopping practices, a survey
was carried out in three middle-class neighborhoods in Greater Lis-
bon: Campo de Ourique, home to 25,000 inhabitants, Telheiras
with around 28,000 residents and Colinas do Cruzeiro, planned
for 12,000 inhabitants, although since this quarter is quite recent,
many apartments in it are still left for sale. Fig. 1 provides the loca-
tion of these neighborhoods in relation to Downtown, the main
shopping district of Greater Lisbon.

The empirical research involved a questionnaire to a sample of
375 consumers (125 in each district), stratified according to age
and gender; a careful field observation of the built environment
and its appropriation by the resident population (conducted at dif-
ferent times of the day on different days of the week), as well as a
set of 30 in-depth interviews to consumers residing in the three
neighborhoods. The data collected from these in-depth interviews
played a twofold role. Apart from complementing the information
given in the questionnaire, they also illustrated the relationship be-
tween the consumers’ life projects and the cultural resources made
available by the shopping districts.



Fig. 1. Location of shopping districts in relation to the city center.
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The survey contained three types of questions: (i) questions re-
lated to the targeted population’s profile that could explain the dif-
ferences in the images that were found. This group included
variables such as age, gender, qualifications, household size, occu-
pational status, place of residence or loyalty in terms of the conve-
nience and local shopping facilities; (ii) questions regarding the
different dimensions of the neighborhood’s representations, mean-
ing the characteristics of the physical environment, the shopping
supply, the public space, perceptions of safety and accessibility
or driving and parking conditions; and (iii) questions connected
to the levels of consumer satisfaction as regards the retail/service
facilities in terms of the quality of the assortment, the variety of
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the tenant mix and the neighborhood’s weaknesses (aspects in the
district that people liked and disliked). The survey’s structuring
variables were chosen in conformity with the Project’s aims; its
references were based on CCT (Arnould, 2005) where the focus
was placed on the regeneration of neighborhood retail (Beyard,
Pawlukiewicz, & Bond, 2003) and the development of highly suc-
cessful shopping districts, particularly in town centers and main
streets (Bohl, 2002).

Although mainly middle-class or upper-middle class inhabit-
ants live in the three neighborhoods and the available retail offer
has to compete with other retail spaces, like shopping malls,
hypermarkets and discount stores that have been built in close
vicinity, the location of these neighborhoods in the city, their urban
attributes and the position they occupy in the ‘‘life cycle’’, appor-
tions each one with its own important features. Campo de Ourique
(Fig. 2) is a historical district with a strong identity, situated in the
hyper-centre of the city. It is inhabited by an aging population, and
endowed with a rich retail mix offering convenience and compar-
ison goods and services, but perceived as a decaying shopping
neighborhood. At the opposite end of the scale, Telheiras (Fig. 3)
is basically a fairly recent, well-preserved residential neighborhood
with a few commercial streets, situated in the periphery of the city.
It is inhabited by young, educated people (40% are under 25 years
old and 60% have a higher education degree). From the point of
view of retailing and services, the area is undergoing a clear pro-
cess of consolidation as a neighborhood shopping district. Finally,
Colinas do Cruzeiro (Fig. 4) is quite a recent high-density neighbor-
hood situated on the outskirts of the city. People living in this
neighborhood largely conform to two kinds of young households,
Fig. 2. Panoramic view of the entrance to the neighborh

Fig. 3. Panoramic view of the entrance to the neigh
both in the first stages of the family life cycle: the DINKy (Double
Income no Kids yet) and DIWK (Double Income with Kids).
Although the provision of housing is the most important activity
in the district, most buildings were planned to receive a variety
of retail and service uses, specially aimed at the local market.

Table 2 presents the business structure of the three shopping
districts, measured in the number of outlets according to whether
they are retail and service categories. Significant differences mark
the business mix of the three districts, particularly in relation to
the share of units geared to convenience and comparison retail
and service items. These differences, combined with the resident
population’s profile, the position of each neighborhood in the ‘‘life
cycle’’ and other physical and social amenities, help to explain the
images and the levels of satisfaction expressed by people answer-
ing the survey. We shall now briefly present and discuss the
findings.

There are three questions included in the set of considerations
raised by the consumer survey that deserve particular attention
when assessing the weaknesses and levels of resilience of the ur-
ban commercial systems. The first issue has to do with the repre-
sentations as regards the attributes that consumers tend to favor
in their shopping experiences. Fig. 5 shows the degree to which
consumers most fully agree with the statements made in the sur-
vey that describe the shopping area’s characteristics. We are able
to see that each of the three neighborhoods has a different profile.
Indeed, in accordance with the representations of most of the peo-
ple taking part in the survey, Campo de Ourique, Telheiras and
Colinas do Cruzeiro only share the same opinion in terms of the
pleasantness of the built environment.
ood of Campo de Ourique. Source: Cachinho (2012).

borhood of Telheiras. Source: Cachinho (2012).



Fig. 4. Panoramic view of Odivelas square in the neighborhood of Colinas do Cruzeiro. Source: Cachinho (2012).

Table 2
Retail and service mix of shopping districts.

Retail and service mix Shopping districts

Campo Ourique Telheiras Colinas Cruzeiro

N. stores % N. stores % N. stores %

Food and drink 37 7.2 18 4.5 15 7.2
Clothing, textiles and footwear 87 16.9 28 7.0 13 6.3
Furniture and household goods 70 13.6 25 6.3 14 6.8
Health and beauty 23 4.5 23 5.8 7 3.4
Culture and Leisure 25 4.9 22 5.5 4 1.9
DIY, hardware and related goods 3 0.6 10 2.5 2 1.0
Professional equipment 1 0.2 12 3.0 5 2.4
Cars and motorcycles 10 1.9 9 2.3 13 6.3
Other non-food retail 13 2.5 1 0.3 2 1.0
Repair services 30 5.8 1 0.3 1 0.5
Personal services 38 7.4 56 14.0 18 8.7
Culture and Leisure services 15 2.9 25 6.3 2 1.0
Health and care services 22 4.3 17 4.3 16 7.7
Bank and insurance services 31 6.0 55 13.8 41 19.8
Services to the community 7 1.4 1 0.3 15 7.2
Restaurant and cafés 90 17.5 85 21.3 34 16.4
Other services 12 2.3 11 2.8 5 2.4

514 100.0 399 100.0 207 100.0

Source: Author, fieldwork conducted in April and May 2011.
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The Campo de Ourique neighborhood registers the best perfor-
mances in most of the attributes. The variation and quality of the
merchandise makes this quarter an interesting one in which to
shop because consumers are able to find almost everything they
need in it. This factor, together with the environmental amenities
offered in its public spaces are responsible for an appreciable num-
ber of respondents viewing the place as good for strolling in, win-
dow-shopping and meeting people, as well as an interesting place
to have lunch or dinner with family and friends. The most unfavor-
able opinions are about parking, car circulation, accessibility, the
cleanliness of the public space and safety. However, with scores
situated between 3% and 12%, it means that only a small number
of respondents did not acknowledge these attributes.

The representations which respondents from Telheiras have
about their neighborhood clearly situate the attributes between
those for Campo de Ourique and those for Colinas do Cruzeiro.
The best performances are about the environmental amenities
and accessibility. Nevertheless, a significant number of people also
appreciate the quality and assortment of merchandise on offer
even if it is obviously destined to supply the local population.
Friendly shopkeepers, the fact that the public space is interesting
and is good for strolling in with the family are other factors that
tend to stamp the neighborhood’s identity. In contrast, the most
unfavorable images are connected with parking difficulties, circu-
lation and safety on the one hand, and on the other, with the char-
acteristics of the retail offer. Apart from the fact that people
acknowledged its quality, it is manifestly insufficient to give the
neighborhood its own commercial identity or even make it an
interesting place for shopping.

Lastly, although the images of the Colinas do Cruzeiro reveal
some specific features, by and large, they tend to resemble most
of the attributes observed for Telheiras. The best performances
are found to be in the amenities of the built environment, acces-
sibility and the feeling of safety. The most unfavorable aspects
single out parking and circulation on the one hand, and on the
other, the poor assortment of offer that only seem to fully satisfy
8% of the respondent population. The deficit in this sphere is
explained by the fact that the quarter is perceived by most of
the respondents as being a fairly uninteresting place in which
to shop and most of them go to other shopping districts, mainly
to the enclosed shopping centers on the outskirts of the
neighborhood.



Fig. 5. Consumers’ perceptions of neighborhoods. Source: Cachinho (2012).

Fig. 6. Consumers’ perceptions of neighborhood shopping districts. Source: Cachinho (2012).
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Another dimension that is relevant to consumerscapes concerns
the way the respondents spontaneously describe the characteris-
tics of the offer in their shopping areas. In being appropriated by
the consumers as the fountainhead of their resources, and called
up so as to bring about their life projects, the images they build
tend to emphasize their own potentialities and constraints and re-
flect their own levels of satisfaction as individuals–consumers.
Fig. 6 briefly illustrates these fields.

Broadly speaking, it may be said that retail offer representations
complement the image formed of the neighborhoods’ general char-
acteristics that were discussed earlier on. Apart from the specific
features mainly when speaking about the performances of distinct
attributes, in all the shopping areas the assortment and the quality
of the retail offer (or the serious lack of it) indelibly marked the
respondents’ perceptions. In fact, other attributes are mentioned
such as the prices of goods, the modern attractive nature of the
shops, the quality of the service and the friendliness of the shop-
keepers, but these variables are only present in the minds of a very
small number of respondents.

Taking into account the relationship between the positive and
negative factors, the Campo de Ourique neighborhood has a less
fragile retail and services mix than the other two and conse-
quently, it is where the consumers may more easily find the cul-
tural resources needed to fulfill their life projects that are
directly dependent on consumption. In Telheiras and Colinas do
Cruzeiro, where most of the attributes only reach a modest perfor-
mance, the eminently residential nature of these two districts is re-
vealed. It is also a good indicator that the lack in the retail and
personal services offer will have to be attended to so that the retail
facilities and services will become part of the mindset of most of
the individuals–consumers. When interpreted in the light of the
CCT, it may be said that the cultural resources made available by
the shopkeepers are clearly not enough to bear any significant
influence on either people’s shopping experiences or on neighbor-
hood identities.

Finally, the third question has to do with the shortcomings
identified in the neighborhoods by the respondents. From the point
of view of resilience, this question is extremely important because
the deficiencies are portrayed in a set of frailties concerning the
cultural resources which the individuals–consumers need to have
at their disposal if they are to carry out their personal and collec-
tive projects. By having the shopkeepers bridge this gap in terms
of retail and service venues, or getting the public authorities to at-
tend to public space and other urban amenities, like parking facil-
ities, public transports and security services, the population’s
satisfaction will reflect a distinct improvement and naturally, this
will be reflected upon the neighborhood’s enhanced performance
as a leisure and shopping space. This is because the better
equipped they are with the resources needed by consumers, the
easier it will be for shopping districts to gain the loyalty of their
consumers and more efficiently resist the competition brought
about by the new shopping polarities anchored in the large-scale
shopping malls.

Fig. 7 shows the shortcomings mentioned by the respondents in
the survey. Again, they are divided up into different categories with
distinct features according to each of the three neighborhoods in
the study. In a brief analysis of the weaknesses, it is important to
start by saying that for a significant part of the population answer-
ing the survey, the neighborhoods offer them all the resources they
need for carrying out their projects and they feel quite happy about
the retail offer available to them and about the neighborhood’s
atmosphere. They did not single out any type of need. Neverthe-
less, the majority of the respondents said they were not satisfied
about several things and pointed out various shortcomings related
not only to the retail offer but also to the amenities present in the
public space. In the Campo de Ourique neighborhood, demands
were for better spaces and leisure-time and cultural activities,
more parking facilities, cleaner public thoroughfares, a wider
assortment of shops and an improvement in public transports. In
the Telheiras neighborhood, which apparently did not have any
problems of an urban nature, the respondents demanded first
and foremost, a wider assortment in the retail offer and access to
more activities and leisure-time and cultural spaces. On the other
hand, the respondents in Colinas do Cruzeiro mentioned better
parking facilities and a wider assortment in the retail offer in first
place, and they wanted public gardens/parks to be built as well as
other spaces reserved for leisure-time activities.

In short, the consumerscapes of Campo de Ourique, Telheiras and
Colinas do Cruzeiro made it clear that the consumers tend to
appropriate the neighborhoods as centers of material and intangi-
ble resources through which they build their own personal and col-
lective life projects. These resources are made available by a
number of different institutions and private and public spaces. Par-
ticularly relevant among such resources are, on the one hand, the
shopkeepers and shopping and consumer places through the offer
and cultural environments they provide. On the other hand, they
also include the public authorities and the neighborhood environ-
ments (both physical and social), with special reference to public
spaces and the diversity of activities undertaken in them. The re-
sources provided by shopkeepers and the public authorities are
interpreted by consumers, thereby activating their own operant re-
sources. Actually, because they are inanimate and do not have
either a function or a meaning, such resources only become valu-
able when consumers activate their own economic, social and
ideological resources, and enlist them in their performances
(Arnould, 2005; Arnould & Price, 2000).

The appropriation of shopping districts is achieved by consum-
ers first on a material basis. Valorizing the material assets is fore-
most when both the neighborhood’s potentialities and its
weaknesses are evaluated. It shapes the description that the
respondents make of the shopping facilities and environmental
amenities on offer in their neighborhoods, as does the absence of
resources demanded by consumers according to their needs. In-
cluded in such demands, for example, is the importance awarded
questions about mobility or circulation (parking, accessibility, pub-
lic transports), safety or the public space and, when concerned
with the shopping areas, references about the lack of variety in
shopping assortment, the offer of goods and services, and spaces
conducive to leisure and socializing.

In the meantime, appropriation is also effected at the intangible
level of symbols and signs which are interpreted by the consumers
according to their cultural capital or operant resources, to use the
terms of Vargo and Lusch (2004). This mode of appropriation,
linked with the consumer’s mindscapes, and which we shall call
cultural because it activates consumers’ skills, knowledge, values
and ideologies, also affects the evaluation of the built environment
and the retail mix. When asked to give reasons for their represen-
tations or clarify the meaning of the words they had used to de-
scribe their neighborhood, for example, ‘‘this place has a pleasant
environment’’, or ‘‘this place is interesting to be in with my family
and friends’’, the respondents tended to mention qualities that
are directly connected with values and life-styles. It is this sense
that we may interpret the references that are often made, for
example, to social status, prestige and distinction of neighbor-
hoods, the value they attach to local shops and convenience facil-
ities, the friendliness of shopkeepers or the opportunities for
socializing afforded by public space and pavement cafés, as well
as the way these kinds of facilities and amenities help them to live
significant experiences in the neighborhood, perform their social
roles and feel good about their lives.

Interpreting the neighborhoods and shopping areas as a
supplier of resources and looking at their relationship with the



Fig. 7. Consumers’ perceptions of what is needed in the neighborhoods. Source: Cachinho (2012).
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residents’ life projects, is particularly relevant when considering
the demand for chances to consume. In calling for a greater diver-
sity of supply, more leisure and culture spaces, bringing in some
brand stores or even a shopping mall, the consumers are saying
that the resources they currently have on offer in their neighbor-
hood are far from satisfying their consumer needs dictated by their
life-styles. The content analysis of information gathered by means
of the in-depth interviews allowed us to conclude that a good part
of the resources that were demanded by the consumers in their
neighborhoods, above all in Telheiras and Colinas do Cruzeiro,
had a strong symbolic note to them which says a lot about their
users’ life-styles and identities.

Empirical research shows that as providers of convenience re-
sources for consumers’ daily lives, the three neighborhoods fail
to fully satisfy the needs of most of the people taking part in the
survey. From the point of view of retailing, the weakness that is
patent mainly as regards assortment and the quality of the offer,
have led many consumers to look beyond their neighborhood for
the experiences nourishing their personal and collective life pro-
jects based on consumption. In this context, retailers and service
providers, individually or in partnership with the public authorities
and other stakeholders, have a lot of room in which to maneuver
and in doing so they can provide these neighborhoods with the re-
tail venues, environments and amenities that may respond to the
daily needs of different kinds of consumers. By reducing these con-
straints, businesses will be doing a lot to substantially improve
their clients’ loyalty; they will also raise the consumers’ levels of
satisfaction quite considerably and cause them to identify closer
with their neighborhood and its shopping districts. This is because
the better equipped the neighborhood is with resources that lead
to generating consumers’ goal-relevant experiences, the more it
will improve its resilience.

With a view to planning the retail systems and the public
policies that provide a framework for them, the consumerscapes
tell us that the public authorities should prioritize their attention
in two directions: (i) they should come up with policy propos-
als and tools that enable retailers to change; and (ii) they should
preserve the assortment, namely in terms of formats, kinds of
shopkeepers and shopping areas. While policy measures should
act against inertia and stimulate retailers’ pro-activeness and
adaptability, qualities that are intrinsically linked to their com-
petitiveness, the diversity of retail concepts and shopping cen-
ters should be preserved, thus ensuring that the consumers are
given the possibility of choice, including the most under-
privileged consumers and those with limited mobility. By
steering its mediating activity between these two pillars, public
authorities will assuredly be helping to reduce weaknesses in
the retail systems and improving their long term levels of
resilience.

If they are monitored on a regular basis by the public author-
ities, consumerscapes may be a powerful tool for the planning
and governance of the city at local scale. Due to their attri-
butes, they can help stakeholders to implement a policy of prox-
imity, strengthening the livability of places, exerting real effects
on the community’s quality of life and the sustainability of the
city as a whole. Actually, livability is a complex and multidimen-
sional concept, shaped by a wide range of variables intercon-
necting the spheres of the economy, the environment and
social well-being. But, at the same time, it is acknowledged that
livability is essentially local in character, and deeply reliant on
the quality of the physical and built environment, the functional
effectiveness of places, and the social ambience, including the
public safety of places (Knox & Mayer, 2009). Thus, by incorpo-
rating consumerscapes in the design and management of the
neighborhoods, local planners and policymakers can adapt the
amenities of places to people’s real needs. By working in part-
nership with people living in the neighborhoods, stakeholders
are creating and maintaining a sense of place and a sense of
community. The environment becomes more enjoyable and
inviting; the opportunities for routine encounters, shared
experiences and socializing increase, and people being more
satisfied with local facilities show more willingness to put
their neighborhood first, feeding its resilience and
sustainability.
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Concluding remarks

Change has always affected urban retail systems although in the
last few decades the pace and scope at which this change has oc-
curred has been extremely fast. Rapid change has caused imbal-
ances in many cities as they have ceased to respond with the
same degree of efficiency to the needs of different groups of con-
sumers. In departing from the idea that retailing constitutes a vital
element in urban sustainability and that public policies geared to-
wards the sector may help to develop this equilibrium, this article
has sought to show how consumerscapes may be called upon to re-
duce the frailties in shopping areas and improve their levels of
resilience. In order to do so, we have looked at the matter through
the lens of the Consumer Culture Theory (CCT).

In resorting to consumerscapes and the CCT when assessing the
vitality of retail areas and their levels of resilience, we have based
ourselves mainly on two ideas. The first idea revolves around the
nature of the changes affecting the retail systems today and chal-
lenging their equilibrium in terms of diversity and the answers
that are needed by different kinds of consumers. Different authors
have demonstrated how changes in the urban retailing reflect a
reorientation of the strategies carried out by pro-active shopkeep-
ers. These have clearly moved from producers to the consumers.
They have also shown how consumption in the contemporary city
has been transformed into a key element in building people’s iden-
tity and in fulfilling their personal or collective life projects. In this
context and as specified in the CCT, it seems to us to be pertinent to
look at retailers and stores as the fountainhead of resources that
are placed at the service of consumers’ projects and goals. It is in
this condition that firms, at least the most pro-active ones, tend
to position themselves in the market and improve their competi-
tiveness. By offering the consumers the resources they need to
meet their needs and reach their goals, retailers and service-
providers raise the consumers’ levels of satisfaction and improve
their firms’ performances. The second idea is based on applying
the concept of resilience to urban retail systems and the role that
consumers play in its assessment. In being seen as the ability
which retail venues have to adapt to changing environments that
challenge the retail system’s equilibrium without failing to
perform its functions in a sustainable way, that is, as a dynamic
and evolutionary process, through a consumer-centric perspective
of stores and shopping districts we can better understand the
system’s dynamics and take measure to minimize the impacts of
change. The analysis of consumerscapes and the myriad of motivat-
ing factors that they explain not only help retailers to re-define
their strategies in order to provide the resources consumers need,
but also inform the public authorities about the frailties of the
retail venues and shopping districts, and as a result, help them to
design more suitable policy proposals and instruments.

Finally, it can be inferred from research that consumerscapes
may also play an important role in the governance of the city
and in the management of places committed to the resilience of
shopping districts, the livability of neighborhoods and urban sus-
tainability. In expressing the potentials and the constraints of
neighborhoods in relation to the different aspects of livability,
through reviewing them, stakeholders are able to rethink their
strategies destined to reduce the weaknesses of places regarding
the resources provided to residents as well as make their action
more effective. By resorting to a policy of proximity and commu-
nity involvement, the weaknesses are a challenge to be overcome
but they are also an opportunity for stakeholders (public and pri-
vate) to rethink their actions and build more resilient and sustain-
able communities.

Our research has served to broaden the conceptual framework
of the CCT that was developed by Arnould (2005) for shops in
shopping districts in order to measure their weaknesses and im-
prove the urban retail systems’ levels of resilience. This change
in scale raises some important challenges that require further re-
search. The answer to these questions is far from being clear. How-
ever, this article hopes to have shed some light on the subject and
more in particular, to have shown the interest that CCT and con-
sumerscapes represent in the assessment of the resilience of neigh-
borhood shopping districts.
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